Re: The MTA Faces Crushing Financial Losses from COVID-19 and Must Be Saved By At Least $4B in Federal Rescue Funds

Dear Members of the New York Congressional Delegation in the MTA Region,

The COVID-19 emergency is unprecedented in our lifetimes. Governor Cuomo says “(New York) government cannot meet this crisis without the capacity of the federal government.” We agree, and as advocates for the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) and the nearly nine million daily riders who use the system, urge you to ensure that the MTA is protected with a full federal aid package of at least $4B as requested by the MTA in emergency operating support in response to the COVID-19 crisis.

The American Public Transit Association calculates the COVID-19 emergency will cost transit authorities across the country $12.875B in the next year. The MTA represents 38% of all passenger trips among all US public transit agencies, which would be $4.9B of these funds based on its share of ridership. Should the MTA’s financial condition change further, we would support increased federal funds beyond the $4B requested by the MTA.
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2 See American Public Transportation Association (APTA) Legislative Action Alert, March 17, 2020. Available at: http://www.magnetmail.net/actions/email_web_version.cfm?ep=1h_LtMVXXGH6_gbN-GKghlIMNfi_iks9rg8wOyoEms7Bpno4QA-KxluP0Mu2gcs2iRURx-PeVnLzDCOQdoVyljB7AFKc9fTf35Twynl2GM1Q2116ePVwo6ldsFw1h
A robust federal aid package should ensure the MTA can continue to operate at full capacity while supporting health care workers, essential government personnel and countless other working New Yorkers as the New York City region and New York State weather this unprecedented event.

We recognize that there will be many requests for federal aid, but we emphasize that without a fully functioning MTA, there will be no recovery in the New York City region or for New York State. Public transit is the lifeblood of our City; it powers the economy and enables the region's growth and success. Affordable, reliable transit is also essential to lifting up the most vulnerable New Yorkers who use it to access jobs, education, and other opportunities.

Even after institutions reopen and ridership improves, it is highly likely that the MTA's finances will be severely impacted by a sharp reduction in dedicated tax revenue caused by the damage to the regional economy from the COVID-19 emergency. City Comptroller Scott Stringer has projected city tax revenue to see at least $3.2 billion in losses over the next 6 months.\(^4\) Estimates for the MTA's dedicated tax revenue reductions equivalent to the 2008 recession are for $800 million in losses.\(^5\)

It is your responsibility as federal officials to ensure that the MTA, along with vulnerable New Yorkers, will survive this pandemic. New York State and City governments will not be in a position to provide additional aid to the MTA beyond what has already been provided by its historic 2020-2024 Capital Plan, as they too will be hit by severely reduced tax revenues, as noted by Governor Cuomo and City Comptroller Stringer.

We also ask that you ensure congestion pricing obtains federal approval by the US Department of Transportation, so that it can provide $15 billion in desperately needed capital funds. It is more important than ever that the MTA be on solid footing for its rebuilding and modernization needs, given the hit it will be taking to its operating budget.

Strong public transit is also essential to the nation's efforts to address climate change, and we cannot afford to see it decline when we must be encouraging mass transit ridership. At a time that the nation's airlines are asking for a $50 billion bailout, the nation's largest public transit system must be protected and should be treated with equal if not greater urgency.

Thank you for your leadership during this crisis.
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